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INTRODUCTION

I’M THRILLED THAT A MOVIE like The Dating Project was made,
exploring the reality of today’s dating scene and breaking the ice on
authentic relationship topics that nearly everyone is curious about.
The Dating Project: Discussion Guide is a resource for any of you
who, after seeing the film, might be interested in peeling the layers
back a little bit further and exploring what real relationships are all
about.
This e-book will act as a discussion guide and small group study
to help you in your exploration, and I sincerely hope you’ll be encouraged by what you discover as you begin to lean in to the potentially
frightening world of dating.
I care deeply about genuine relationships, and I’d love for you
to consider what 1) The Dating Project introduced and 2) what this
resource does in your heart as it takes your relationships to a more
poignant level of depth.
Ready? Okay, here we go…

PART I

DISCUSSION GUIDE
THE DATING PROJECT

PART I

DISCUSSION GUIDE

IN THE DATING PROJECT, Professor Kerry Cronin introduces the
theory that dating itself is a social script that is no longer being supported by our culture.
1. Do you agree or disagree with this theory? What kinds of
examples (personal or otherwise) can you think of to support
your answer?
2. What has your personal experience been like in the world of
dating? Fun? Stressful? Dramatic? Anxiety-inducing? Nonexistent? Feel free to elaborate.
One of the college-aged cast members, Shanzi, says that everyone
secretly wants to date, but nobody wants to admit to that truth about
themselves.
1. If involvement in the hook up culture (or simply not dating at
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all) is your norm, would you agree with Shanzi and say that
you secretly want to date? Why or why not?
2. Why do you think it is so difficult for singles to ascribe to the
culture of “traditional” dating in our modern times?
The film briefly talks about dating apps/relationship matching sites
and the experiences some of the cast members have when using
them.
1. Have you ever been, or are you currently on any dating
sites? How do you think the usage of dating apps or relationship matching websites have influenced the modern dating
scene?
2. What do you think are the specific benefits and drawbacks
related to the existence and use of dating apps and relationship matching sites?
3. Is it difficult for you to find a match on dating sites or apps
because of the sheer volume of choices? How does the
thought that “there might be someone better around the
corner” affect your decision making on those sites?
One of the cast members, Rasheeda, says she doesn’t think a date
is just casually hanging out in the same place at the last minute. She
says, “A date requires some planning. It requires some thought.”
1. What kind of thought or planning (if any at all) have you put
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into a date? What did you plan and how did it go?
2. If you’ve never thought out or planned a date, what are some
of the specific reasons why you’ve never done so?
3. If someone asked you out on a date, and he/she had a specific plan, would that encourage you or weird you out? Why? If
it encouraged you, how might that planned date inspire you
to plan a date and take someone out?
In the movie, cast member Chris refers to dating as a “competitive
market” or “sales.” He says his “storefront” is something that he
hasn’t stocked in relation to what he’s selling when it comes to dating
relationships. He’s just done the superficial things to draw people into
his storefront.
1. Does this metaphor align with your life at all? If it does, in
what ways are you similar to Chris?
2. What are some practical steps you can take to start “stocking what you’re selling” and how might that process improve
your personal character?

In the interview with author and psychotherapist Lori Gottlieb, she
says, “The art of courtship isn’t there anymore. Because there are no
rules, everybody’s really confused and they don’t even understand
if they are dating someone. Sometimes they’re not even aware that
one person thinks they’re dating and the other person does not…
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there’s no set of rules for what anything means.”
1. If you’ve experienced it, how has this kind of dating ambiguity impaired any of your romantic relationships?
2. How can clearer communication between couples (concerning things like expectations, boundaries, and appropriately defining the relationship) improve the modern dating
culture?
3. What prevents you from stepping into that kind of intentional communication with someone?
4. If you knew it would make your relationship better, would you
be willing to engage in that kind of communication with your
significant other? What is stopping you?
Professor Kerry Cronin says the hookup culture is promising you
something that’s casual and easy…the problem is it’s not casual or
easy. She says to her students, “You’re willing to make out with
someone for 5 hours, take off some or all of your clothes, do some
stuff that’s very intimate…and that’s more casual than just going for a
cup of coffee with someone?”
1. Once Professor Cronin verbalizes it like that, are you able to
see that preferential treatment of the hookup culture over
traditional dating doesn’t make much sense? In what specific
ways does that culture not make sense?
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2. What kinds of steps are you willing to take in order to improve your personal romantic relationships and alter what
might be currently dissatisfying to you?
If you are willing to accept Professor Kerry Cronin’s challenge and
date differently, let’s come up with a plan…
1. Who are you going to ask out on a date?
2. What are you going to do during that date?
3. Clearly communicate your intentions, pay for the other person, don’t move toward the physical, end the date after 90
minutes, and let’s see what happens!

PART II

HELPFUL ADVICE
THE DATING PROJECT
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PART II

HELPFUL ADVICE

IF YOU’D LIKE FURTHER INSIGHT into some of the things this
e-book has addressed, here are a couple of chapters I pulled from
my dating book, I Am a Tool (to help with your dating life). The first
is a chapter on serving others instead of taking from others in our
relationships, and the second is about navigating the dating scene in
the midst of technology, social media, and texting. I hope they can
be helpful to you.
If you’d like more of my thoughts about dating and relationships, you
can find a link at CruDatingProject.com to click on and my book. My goal
was to write a book that acted as a biblical call to something greater
and healthier in our dating lives, while simultaneously challenging us
to seek connections with others in the context of service, communication, friendship, and patience.
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Cru Press is not-for-profit, and I don’t make any money off the sales
of my book. Any money made goes right back into developing tools
and resources for Christian growth and discipleship, but I’d love for
you to buy my book because I obviously care about its message. So
many people struggle in the area of romantic relationships, and I want
to help make that burden a bit lighter if I can through my writing.
Happy reading…

CHAPTER ONE:

YOU GOT SERVED

I’D BE WILLING TO BET that dating’s major selling point is not the
glitz and glamour of “serving another person.” In fact, I would be really surprised if that were one of the top ten reasons for anyone to
enter into a dating relationship. One doesn’t intrinsically think, “It
would be really great to date that person so I could serve them sacrificially.” We simply aren’t wired that way because the undercurrent
in every human heart is selfishness. Our sinful nature makes it nearly
impossible to push “service” to the front of the line when it comes to
main motivations for dating.
We view dating through the lens of “what can this relationship do
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for me?” Of course, we don’t actually ask ourselves that question
when we’re single, but the truth is it’s probably the main reason any
and everyone jumps into the dating pool head-first.
Think about it. When you look back on your motivations for
getting into a relationship in the past, what were they? If you’re having trouble, let me help you along with a few of mine from the past:
• Man, she is so hot. I would love to date her.
• I would feel so much better about myself if I had someone in
my life to tell me they loved me.
• People would respect me more if I could get a girl like her to
be my girlfriend…they would think that I’m awesome.
I could go on with other horrifying revelations from my past
about why I chose to date someone, but I won’t. Now, reading these,
you might have judged me for my deep-seeded selfishness, but the
truth is, these were my major motivations when I was single. And if
we’re honest, we all know these are universal reasons. When it comes
down to it, the underlying motivator for dating is that it’s “all about
me.”
What will that person do for me? How will they make me
feel? What will they do to serve me? How will they help improve my
reputation? In what ways will they satisfy me and my cravings? Me.
Me. Me. When it comes to dating, we are takers.
But this shouldn’t be so. Dating should not be about taking
and focusing on what another person can do for me…it should be
about how I can serve the one who I am privileged enough to date.
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TICKS AND DEMENTORS

When I was younger, I remember being terrified of blood-sucking
ticks. So much so, that one time, when my grandparents were showing us a plot of land they were interested in buying, I would not get
out of the car. The land was in an extremely wooded area, and I remember thinking that ticks were likely waiting to jump from the tree
limbs and onto my head so they could burrow into my scalp and suck
my blood. I hated ticks more than any other creature, I think.
Now, this is the nature of a tick. Its whole purpose in life is to
take. For example, a tick will attach itself to a deer or dog or some
other animal, and suck blood. It gives nothing back to the animal it is
attached to, except maybe a disease. It simply latches on and takes.
Similarly, a Dementor from the world of Harry Potter has
kind of the same motivation. The Harry Potter Wiki (yes, there is
such a thing) defines a Dementor as a creature that feeds off of human happiness, and thus causes depression and despair to anyone
near them. They can also consume a person’s soul, leaving their victims in a permanent vegetative state, and thus are often referred to
as “soul-sucking fiends” and are known to leave a person as an “empty-shell.” 1
Both a Dementor and a tick are takers, and you can probably
think of a few people in dating relationships who share similar qualities with the fictional Harry Potter character and the very real evil
insect. They latch on to another person and take from them on every
occasion possible. They look to fulfill their own needs and desires, yet
give nothing back, leaving the other person as an ‘empty-shell.’
Alright, maybe I’m being a bit melodramatic, but I want and
need to drive this point home. You never see a tick attaching itself to
1 Dementor, Harry Potter Wiki, (http://harrypotter.wikia.com/wiki/Dementor), accessed March 21, 2018.
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another tick, do you? A Dementor never attacks another Dementor
and tries to suck out its soul. Why? Because two takers in a relationship makes no natural sense. The relationship sucks. (Sorry, I just
couldn’t help myself.) The reality in relationships, however, is that a
lot of ticks are dating ticks, and a lot of Dementors are dating Dementors.
A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

Of course, when it’s all written out like this, my guess is that most any
decent person would recoil at this notion of being a “blood-sucking
life taker,” but it sadly is the cultural norm. We look to culture to tell
us how to have a relationship, and we get beer commercials, tabloid
postings, and reality TV that scream at us, “This is the right way to
do it!” And most of the time, we buy it. We pick up a magazine at the
grocery store checkout line and see the cover exclaim to us the way
to get the most pleasure out of sex, so we purchase it. We religiously
watch every episode of The Bachelor and see a man claim to be in love
with the final woman contestant who made it to the end, when just
yesterday he was making out in a hot tub with the other two finalists
he didn’t pick. Celebrity couples marry, and they get divorced…and
this feels like the norm. We think that relationships are all about us
and what the other person can do for us, but Jesus Christ taught
something radically different.
But whoever would be great among you must be your servant,
and whoever would be first among you must be your slave, even
as the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to
give his life as a ransom for many. (MATTHEW 20:26B-28)
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Christians are called not to be takers in a dating relationship, but
givers. Servants who model ourselves after Christ Himself instead of
the predominant opinion of modern culture, begging us to fulfill our
own needs and desires. Jesus came not to be served but to serve, and
this should be our primary goal as we look toward dating. Before sin
entered the picture, humanity was designed to give, serve, and love.
Jesus lived this out as the perfect example, and the cool thing is we
can do that now…even in our modern American approach to dating.
When both people in a dating relationship are looking to
give and pour into one another, they are a beautiful model of what a
healthy relationship should be, and they set an incredible example for
others to emulate. They also set themselves up well for the possibility of marriage, because any married couple can tell you that being
married is about serving the other person and dying to yourself, not
selfishly taking. That’s right—the primary reason for getting married
is to give to the other person, not be in it for yourself.
I’ve seen a number of people live out this mindset of service
within a dating relationship, and it has been extremely encouraging
for me to witness what a godly couple looks like when serving the
other person is the priority. Let me give you a few practical examples
of what I mean:
1. I know a guy who would do a monthly “favorites” date with his
girlfriend. He’d put the time and forethought into planning
a series of things to do during a day or evening that were his
girlfriend’s favorite things. She loved the outdoors, so they
would do things like go for a walk, go on a bike ride, enjoy
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a picnic outside, etc. She also loved ice cream, so he would
intentionally plan to visit every local ice cream place in the
area, checking them off one by one. Nothing too over-thetop or crazy, but their monthly favorites date communicated
to her that she was special and her interests were his priority.
2. My wife’s roommate back in college had a boyfriend who
knew how much she loved Disney, so he planned a surprise
trip to Orlando. He showed up at her place at 4:00 o’clock
in the morning and flashed her the tickets he had to Disney
World. They drove to the airport, flew to Florida, and spent
the day together at the “most magical place on earth.” I was
floored when I heard about what he did (mostly because I
was thinking about how much money it must have cost), but
I was also super impressed with his desire to serve and care
for his girlfriend in a fun, surprising way.
3. Okay, here’s a personal one that I did for the woman who
would become my bride. After my wife, Rachael, and I had
been dating for only about 3 months or so, we were forced to
spend the summer apart because I was heading to Daytona
Beach, Florida for a summer missions project, and she was
flying to the other side of earth to study abroad in Florence,
Italy. I wanted her to enjoy her trip and feel encouraged, so
I created “Rachael’s Travel Survival Kit” for her to do on the
plane to Europe. I made puzzles for her to solve, I wrote up
quizzes for her to take, I drew black and white pictures for
her to color, and I included a bunch of encouraging Scripture
verses for her to read through as she flew. Yes, it was cheesy,
but she liked that sort of thing, and I certainly loved making
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it for her. In fact, even now as I recall making that survival kit,
a smile comes to my face because I absolutely loved doing it
for her. Cheeeeeeeese.
4. One of the guys in my Bible study had a girlfriend who would
routinely surprise him throughout their relationship with
small, but fun little delightful moments that communicated,
“I’m thinking about you and I care about you” to him. She’d
do things like leave notes for him in places he would later find
them, including fake parking tickets on his car that read,
“This isn’t a parking fine, but you’re certainly fine!” Ugh, I
know, I know…but he really loved it. In the fall, she would also
buy him a t-shirt or jersey of his favorite football team, place
it in his room, along with a note that communicated to him
she couldn’t wait to watch the game with him come Sunday
afternoon (even though she hated football). She would also
do things like sneak into his place and clean up his room and
bathroom. She’d do his laundry when he was really busy with
school (not all the time, of course—she made it clear to him
that she wasn’t his mother), and bake him dessert-type treats
when he needed to pull an all-nighter before a big test the
next day. She was the picture of someone who cared about
serving the guy she dated…and I loved being in their wedding
when they both graduated from college.
All of these examples require discipline and a certain mindset,
because our default is to think solely about ourselves. The repercussions of serving someone you care about, however, are quite delightful.
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I heard a friend once say, “It took me 10 years to figure out that
the biggest problem in my marriage was me.” This implies, of course,
that if you become comfortable in your own selfishness, you’re going
to have some major problems. There’s no better way to prepare for
a great marriage of giving than to start practicing the art of giving
when you date. Let’s look to Jesus Christ, the ultimate servant, as the
trailblazer on how we should do relationships and serve one another.
This will not only bolster great dating relationships, but will also shine
brightly in the darkness of cultural dating, drawing others to the redeeming power of Christ’s love and sacrifice.

CHAPTER TWO:

TECHNOLOGY, SOCIAL MEDIA,
AND TEXTING

IN A RECENT INTERVIEW with Real Simple magazine, psychologist
Sherry Turkle was asked a series of questions about technology and
its direct correlation to social interaction. One particular insight she
gave made me pause and think about how technology is influencing men and women in the dating pool. When asked why texting has
become more common than talking, Sherry Turkle said,
Because it protects people from the possibility of confrontation.
There’s a whole generation that isn’t learning how to have a
conversation. I asked some kids why they choose to avoid face-
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to-face communication, and one boy said, “It takes place in real
time, and you can’t control what you’re going to say.” Without
this skill, kids aren’t prepared to negotiate many of life’s bumps.1
Not only kids, I would add, but the young dating generation out
there right now.
But before we dive into this chapter, please understand that I’m
pro-technology. I have quite a few mobile devices, and I genuinely
like how simple they can make my life. I’m not going to spout off a
bunch of curmudgeonly statements about how kids these days don’t
appreciate how easy they’ve got it and how hard it was for me when
“I was their age.” Fear not.
However, even as I hold my iPhone, I am deeply passionate about
concrete, face-to-face communication. Yes, I love technology, but I
don’t love how it can erode our ability to connect with one another in
a genuine way. As usual, sinful people turn good things into bad things.
TEXTING AND FOMO

When it comes to technology in our culture, people are essentially
medicating themselves with smartphone usage, trying to avoid any
bit of sadness, even for a moment. In fact, they would rather risk
their own life by texting while driving than feel alone for even a second.
People are afraid of loneliness. The familiar acronym, FOMO
(Fear Of Missing Out) is the common reality of nearly everyone
these days, and it is affecting the way we do life. This fear has shaped
the way we communicate, the way we spend our work and free time,
1 Yolanda Wikiel, “Tangled Up In Tech”, Real Simple magazine, January, 2014.
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the way we acquire information, and the way we socialize with one
another romantically.
Technology has certainly altered the landscape of how people
interact with one another, and if we aren’t careful, technology could
damage our ability to move through the necessary processes of sadness and confrontation in a healthy way. It has become especially
problematic in relation to communication, thus creating a significant
challenge for many singles in the dating world. The interconnectivity
that technology promises isn’t overly satisfying because of the ways
we have chosen to utilize it.
And yes, I am guilty of contributing to the problem too. I’ve succumbed many times to the siren call of diving into my pocket for my
phone when I’ve got a few seconds of alone time. It’s like a knee-jerk
reaction for me. If I’m sitting in the doctor’s office waiting room, I
grab my phone. If I’m on any form of public transportation, I grab my
phone. If I’m just the least bit bored, I grab my phone. And I would
guess that you’re probably the same way.
Many college students I’ve talked to recently believe that smartphones and texting have basically ruined the dating scene altogether.
Why? Because the rules of the game have changed with texting.
Anyone and everyone now has a digital layer of protection around
themselves, and they don’t have to commit to anything.
When you think about it, texting is essentially talking at people instead of talking with people. When your communication relies
solely on the basis of texting, you really feel no sense of accountability or responsibility to anyone, giving you the freedom to walk all over
people or ignore them completely. In a sense, texting has flattened
and dumbed down dating in significant ways.
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THE DIGITAL SHEILD

When you get to the guts of it, the problem isn’t technology; the
problem is what technology has forced to the surface: fear, laziness,
apathy, and a desire for control. Naturally, these kinds of sin struggles
are already present, perhaps especially when it comes to interacting
with the opposite sex. So when the variable of the “digital shield” is
added to the mix, things might seem to be better at first, but when all
is said and done, they are actually worse. Let me explain.
It’s difficult for a guy to look a girl in the eye and ask her to go
out on a date when feelings, nerves, and a sensitive heart are on the
line. And I’m sure it’s uncomfortably awkward for a girl to tell a guy
that she has no desire to be more than friends when he shows obvious interest in a romantic relationship. For both sides of the equation, face-to-face relational tension can be almost unbearable, so if
something like a text message can be sent from the safety and comfort of life behind a smartphone, more often than not, the involved
parties will opt for it. Then any problems regarding feelings, nerves,
or a sensitive heart are solved, right? Hmm, not exactly.
Communication through the digital shield, while “solving” the
initial awkwardness problem, actually creates an entirely new set of
problems far greater than the first. Why? Because a precedent has
been set that important communication between this particular guy
and girl is going to be dealt with in the easiest way possible…a way
that brings the least amount of anxiety in the present, but in effect,
glosses over the realities of life. A couple shouldn’t be in the habit of
retreating to the safety of their phone or computer in times when it’s
hard to handle the “bumps” of relationship friction.
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It was Dumbledore who once said, “Dark and difficult times lie
ahead. Soon we must all choose between what is right…and what is
easy.”2
Yes, it might be silly to quote Dumbledore in the context of dating, but what he has to say is very true. It’s easy to shield yourself
from the danger of heartache in a relationship by communicating
through technology instead of face-to-face, but that doesn’t mean
it’s right. It’s important for us to respect one another enough to
spend the time and effort it takes to engage with another person in
the flesh, look them in the eye, and talk about the important things.
Handling personal things over a text message, a social media
conversation, or even an email when it can be done face-to-face
implies retreat. It implies a lack of initiative, and a selfish desire for
control.
TO THE MEN

Now, let me take a moment here and talk solely to the men: Have
face-to-face conversations with women you are interested in. First,
if your idea of asking a girl out is swiping on an app, or typing a text
message to her that says, Hey, wanna hang out sometime this weekend?, you need to seriously rethink your strategy. I have talked with
many women who have said they wished that a guy would have
enough guts to talk with her face-to-face, have a plan about what
he’d like to do during an evening of encouragement, and ask her to
join him.
Instead, women commonly get a series of lazy text messages
from guys who passively hint at the idea they’d like to hang out, saying “maybe you should join me,” and the ladies are sick of it. Have a
2. J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, Scholastic Press, 2000.
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plan, have some guts, and talk to the girl eye-to-eye.
Second, if you go to pick up a girl where she lives, don’t pull into
the driveway or parking lot and send her a text message that says,
“Here.” Park the car, get out of the car, have the courtesy to physically walk up to her door, ring the door bell, meet her roommates or
parents, usher her back to your car, open her door for her, and be a
gentleman. How cowardly is it of a dude when he won’t even get out
of the car to meet a woman’s friends or family? You’re not going to
win any points with the people closest to the heart of your date if you
hide in your car behind your phone, trust me.
Be a man and step into the social anxiety of meeting people
you may not be initially comfortable with. It shows respect for her
friends/family, and it communicates you care about every part of her
life. When the day comes that my daughters start to date (God help
me), if the boy she wants to go out with doesn’t have the decency to
walk to my door, shake my hand, and engage in a little chitchat with
me before he takes her out, he doesn’t get to take my daughter out.
It’s as simple as that.
The girl you might like is already loved by a lot of people in her
life, so take the time to meet those people and communicate that
you intend to build that girl up, not remain a mystery. Mysterious
boys might be appealing to some girls, but let me tell you, I am not
impressed. I want my daughters to date boys who live with integrity in
the light, not boys who might use her and hide in the shadows behind
the privacy of their phones or computer.
And last, I’m not an idiot. I get the way the world works today.
I know that a majority of flirting and conversation happens digitally
between single people.
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“Who asks a girl out face-to-face these days?” you might ask.
And my answer would be, “Ideally, you.” Instead of succumbing to
the social norms of passive, digital relational interaction, set a different kind of standard of caring for a woman by actually communicating with her personally! Not only will you stand out as a man among
boys, it will also communicate care, respect, and character in a world
that devalues these admirable things in men. This is the kind of guy I
would trust with my daughters.
TO THE WOMEN

Recently I was driving to work, listening to a secular radio program,
and the DJs were talking about the role social media plays in what
they called “hook ups and break ups.” One of the interns there at the
radio station had just been broken up with, so the DJs on the program were grilling her with questions about how it happened. They
also wanted to know what kinds of things she did online after the
break up occurred.
The newly single girl said she immediately went to social media and
stalked him. She found a message he had posted, saying he was listening to a certain album all day after their breakup. She proceeded
to look up the album and go through all the lyrics to every single song,
line by line. Eventually, she found a song with references to heartbreak.
What she wanted to know was whether the other DJs thought it meant
something. Was he as heartbroken as she was? Everyone on the radio
program agreed that it probably meant something, and the ex-boyfriend was mourning the breakup just as much as she was.
But as I listened, I thought to myself, Uh, no it doesn’t. They have
no idea what it meant. The post that ex-boyfriend made could have
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meant something totally different, or even nothing at all other than the
fact that he liked a particular album. But of course my opinion didn’t
matter. Everyone in the studio was certain that it meant something.
I’m sure that the group consensus made the broken-up-with girl feel
better, but the whole conversation was telling.
Let’s start with this, ladies: there is tremendous danger in ascribing
specific meaning to online posts when you don’t know for sure what
the intentions were of the one who posted. It can be very easy to travel
down a certain mental road when you read something that’s been
typed by a guy; however, jumping to conclusions on relational things
that are vague can create anxiety in your heart and keep you focused
on the wrong things for a very long time. There is an extreme amount
of ambiguity in social media. People post and write things online all the
time that could be intended in one way, but interpreted in another.
Certain things, like sarcasm, for example, are easy to misunderstand.
I have known quiet and reserved people who, for whatever reason,
come across as loud and even obnoxious online. Just because someone
TYPES EVERYTHING IN ALL CAPS WITH SEVEN EXCLAMATION POINTS AT THE END OF EVERY SENTENCE ALONG
WITH HILARIOUS GIFs THAT CAPTURE THE MOMENT PERFECTLY DOESN’T MEAN THEY ARE A BOISTEROUS OR
FUNNY PERSON IN REAL LIFE!!!!!!! LOL!!
Assuming a guy means something when he doesn’t state it explicitly is an incorrect assumption and could end up hurting you. Be careful
how you interpret.
Second, constantly posting selfies doesn’t yield the results you
might be looking for. Let me explain. When a woman is in the habit of
posting selfies on a regular basis, in a variety of poses, my first thought
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as a guy isn’t, Wow, she really has a lot of confidence in herself and I’m
glad she’s sharing what she looks like right now because it’s totally different from two hours ago! No, I’m actually thinking something along
the lines of, She must crave attention and she’s coming across as insecure.
I know, I know. We’re all our own biggest fans. Former NFL player/
personality Terrell Owens was once quoted as saying, “I love me some
me.” And though many scoffed at his statement when it was made,
we’re all exactly the same. We love ourselves so much that it’s natural
to put ourselves on display when we can. It makes sense that we want
to post pictures of ourselves online, especially when we like the shots
we’ve taken. They make us look good. However, when you post picture after picture of yourself, it can start to look narcissistic instead of
cute. And if any of those photos you post happen to capture a plunging
neckline or cleavage, men will be gawking at your pictures for all the
wrong reasons. Shots like that usually spark the attention of the wrong
kind of guy with a wrong set of motivations.
Proverbs 11:22 talks about this in a humorous way:
Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout is a beautiful woman who shows
no discretion.
For Christians, our lives are to be a reflection of Jesus Christ. Are
we going to mess up? Yes, of course. But we have to remember that
when we post things online, it is an intentional statement and not easily
erasable. Once it’s out there, it’s out there, and there is no taking it
back. Seriously consider what you post before you post it, and if there’s
even the smallest twinge of doubt, don’t do it. Godly men love it when
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godly women make godly choices (and vice versa).
THE DIGITAL CONNECTION

I hope you understand my reasons for mentioning a few of these
things. My heart isn’t to scold you, but to help set you up for success. If you are a follower of Christ, you have a responsibility to live
above reproach and with a rich integrity. The pitfalls can be plentiful
and even alluring when it comes to technology. And although the
temptations can be slightly different for men and women, recognizing them is the first step in avoiding the negative effects they can
have in our relationships with the opposite sex.
What was true thousands of years ago is still true today—humans
crave connection. We live in a profoundly connected world, and need
to use technology well, instead of allowing it to use us.
If you truly want to know a person, spend quality time with them.
If you only know someone within the context of cyberspace, there’s
a real possibility that you know them far less than you think you do.
Case in point: the online idiom, catfish.
A catfish is someone who pretends to be someone they’re not,
using social media to create false identities and pursue deceptive
online romances.3 When someone is catfished, they’re tricked into
believing that they are connecting with someone online who really
isn’t the person they thought they were communicating with. There
is no substitute for physical talking, walking, and being with someone.
One caveat, perhaps, would be online video chatting. You are
viewing the face of the other person (albeit across cyberspace), but
you are able to comprehend how they are responding to you when
you talk. Of course face-to-face is preferable, but video chatting is
3. Catfish, Urban Dictionary, (http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=catfish),
accessed March 20, 2018.
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an acceptable substitution when spending time together in the same
room isn’t possible.
THIS IS EDITED CONTENT

If you want to know me, you need to spend time with me. You can
sort of get to know me if you read about me in my online profiles, but
honestly, my profiles are all stuff that I’ve carefully crafted to portray
a polished image of myself. I don’t ever post a picture of myself that I
don’t like. I don’t ever type something out on social media that I think
will make me sound stupid. Everything I’m putting out there is an
edited version of my true self, so a strong argument could be made
that online Shelby isn’t really Shelby at all. It’s a refined and dressed
up Shelby without the flaws.
But if you were to spend any significant amount of time with me,
you’ll quickly discover that I am extremely flawed. The online version
of me doesn’t always reflect my true nature, because I’m actually not
perfect, even though my public profile might argue otherwise.
And guess what? Neither are you.
If we know a person solely via the veneer of social media profiles
and edited text messages, we don’t know that person entirely. Sure,
we can begin to understand who a person is by reading what they
appreciate, what bands they listen to, what kind of entertainment
they enjoy, and what restaurant they’d like to eat at this weekend,
but that is only part of the picture. We’re deceiving ourselves if we
buy into the fact that we can get to know someone deeply or romantically if we only communicate via social media. Typing someone’s
name into a search engine might partially fulfill your curiosity about
the guy or girl you’ve been thinking about, but you were created for
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something much deeper than that.
The real you is the real you, and you shouldn’t want the person
you date to only experience the polished version of your real self.
When things progress the way God created them to in the human
relational experience, your dating partner will eventually see through
the shine of your edited self. I remember a moment from my dating
experience with my now wife, Rachael, when I felt the layers peel
back, revealing more of the “real me” than anyone had ever seen
before. It was terrifying and wonderful all at the same time. I was
tempted to withdraw for fear that she wouldn’t like what she saw, but
instead I moved further toward vulnerability with her, and our relationship only got better. She began to see a more complete picture
of who I was, and it made the connection between us more authentic.
This kind of genuine relationship cannot happen to the degree
you long for via digital media. It will always lack depth because it can
never be a substitute for the real thing. A good friend and coworker
of mine, Keri Armentrout, puts it this way: Social media should never
be a substitute for relationships, but a springboard for relationships.
I love this. When we harness the potential of social media and
employ it as a springboard for something deeper, God can use it for
many great things.
SHELBY ’ S TOP TEN TECHNOLOGICAL NO-NO’ S

Which brings us to Shelby’s top ten list of things to avoid while
blending technology with relationships (both dating and non-dating).
You’re allowed to disagree, of course, but take the time to consider
my reasoning.
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1. Don’t ever break up with someone on social media. I read an
article online that talked about the worst ways to break up
with someone, and it mentioned a guy who posted a side-byside picture of himself with his girlfriend on the left, and the
same picture with his girlfriend cropped out on the right. He
then added the hashtag #TransformationTuesday. I’m positive every reader of the piece uttered a collective, What a
jerk. Have the guts to talk to the person face-to-face, and
don’t succumb to the temptation of allowing the digital world
to do your dirty work. It’s mean. It’s immature. It’s ungodly.
Have the guts to do it face-to-face.
2. Don’t share every detail of your dating relationship online. We
all know how excited you are to be dating someone, and
we’re happy for you, but that doesn’t mean you need to
share every element of every date (complete with pictures)
with everyone on social media. Doing this can make others
feel annoyed by your constant posting, it can make them
frustrated by the fact that they aren’t dating anyone, and it
can come across as gloating.
Nearly everyone is uncomfortable with public displays of
affection, and this is the digital equivalent of that. If you want
to post about your relationship, do so sparingly. We’ll all be
happy you did, and you won’t be embarrassed by what you
posted when/if you break up.
3. Don’t communicate important things over text messaging. I
read a funny text message conversation between a father
and daughter that was posted online, and it helps to illustrate
my point.
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Your mom and I are going to divorce next month.

Daughter: What?! Why? Call me please!
Father:

		

I wrote “Disney” and this phone auto-corrected
it. We are going to Disney.

It is so very easy to be misunderstood in a text message.
The tone/mood of what you’re trying to say in your head can
be quite different from what you actually type out to another
person. Or the phone can auto-correct what you type out
(as we’ve just seen). If you have something important to
communicate to someone, please don’t type it out with your
thumbs on a phone. Have the decency to call, or better yet,
see them face-to-face. You wouldn’t want to hear that your
car blew up via a text, because you’d inevitably have a few
follow-up questions. Relationships are much more complex
and important than a car, so don’t utilize a text message
when communicating things of significance.
4. Don’t constantly be on your phone when you’re with other
people. Another way of putting this is by saying, “Be present.” I’m preaching to myself here, but this is a prevalent issue
amongst almost everyone, especially young people today. If
you are talking to someone, and you intentionally pull out
your phone to look at something else in the middle of your
conversation, you are essentially communicating that the
person you’re speaking with isn’t as important.
This is something I’ve been quite convicted about,
because I do this all the time. If my daughter and I are play-
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ing, and I pull out my phone, I’m telling her that whatever is
on my phone is more important than my time spent with her.
She will eventually pick up on this social norm, and follow suit
one day. It won’t matter if I tell her that spending time with
her is important to me if all I do is break away to check my
phone, because what I do will always speak louder than what I
say…and the same goes for you too. You can look at the people closest to you and say that you value time with them, but
if all you do is spend time “away” from them on your phone
while you are together, your actions will say the opposite. It’s
rude, disrespectful, and devaluing of the person who’s right
in front of you. Shelby, are you listening to this?
5. If you’re not a couple, don’t fight on social media. Arguments,
like public displays of affection, are uncomfortable to be
around. And when you take to social media to argue with
your significant other, it makes others feel extremely awkward. Your fights are your business and not the world’s. Keep
them where they belong—between the two of you, and
offline.
6. If you’re not a couple, don’t fight on social media. Arguments
that happen online are pointless. POINTLESS. So many
people take to social media or comment sections to yell
at others for whatever reason, and nobody listens to anyone. Comment sections online are generally the real-world
equivalent to bathroom stall graffiti—angry, mean-spirited,
and frothing diatribes that no one should ever read.
No good has ever come of a constant bickering about
important issues within the venue of comment posting.
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Nobody’s mind is going to be changed by what you type out
in an angry post on someone’s blog page, so simply don’t
do it. If you want to inspire real change in another person,
don’t try to win an argument from the safety of your phone
or computer. Love on them and care for them online and
in person. If you have an issue with them, deal with it in the
flesh where it isn’t safe and you can be held accountable for
your words. This is what must happen if we are to represent
Jesus in the digital world.
7. Don’t talk to the faceless social media community about your
relationship problems. Similar to arguing online, don’t air your
grievances about relationship (or lack of relationship) issues
so the whole world can see them. If you need to talk about
your problems, meet with a friend over coffee, not your
keyboard over the internet. When you rant about how “girls
suck” or how “guys are such jerks,” you end up being very
divisive, making others upset with you who don’t need to be
upset with you. Additionally, your rants can look like a plea
for attention. Talk to a sibling, talk to a friend, talk to a counselor…but don’t post it online.
8. Don’t get your significance from social media. As with many
other things in this world, social media can quickly become
a means by which we gain a sense of significance. I’ll admit
that I have fallen victim to disappointment if my posts don’t
get “liked” or “reposted.” And when I catch myself feeling
that way, I immediately know my heart needs to be realigned
toward God. People’s opinion of what I post should never be
the barometer by which I gauge how well I’m doing. If they
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are, I know they have shoved God out of His rightful place of
prominence in my life and become an idol. If my perspective
isn’t correct, I will begin to worship the “like” or the “repost”
instead of my Creator.
It might seem silly to say, but the truth is it happens all
the time. Be very careful about where you gain your significance. If it’s in anything other than our Lord and Savior, it will
enslave you and mistreat you, leaving you begging for more
of its acceptance.
9. Don’t stalk people online—it’s creepy. If you want to get to
know someone, you can use social media as a springboard
for relationship (like my friend Keri Armentrout said), but
not as a substitute for it. If you genuinely want to learn about
who they are, spend time with them, don’t just read about
them online. With the natural normalization of online profiles, everything is now more voyeuristic, but if that’s all you
are doing to gain knowledge about another person, you’re
missing out on the best part of that person—the actual person.
10. Don’t allow texting and social media to diminish your social skills.
If you don’t spend time communicating with people, you’ll
never learn how to communicate with people. Profound,
huh? If you never use a muscle, it becomes atrophied and
withered. It’s wasted space in your body, until you begin to
use it again, making it bigger and stronger. And the same
goes for communication skills.
When all you do is communicate via texting or social media (an
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edited form of yourself and communication), you become socially
impaired. You don’t learn about give and take within a conversation.
You don’t know how to look someone in the eye when you speak or
how to be attentive when they speak. You won’t comprehend appropriate social cues on what should or shouldn’t be said at the proper
moment, and interaction with others will be awkward on a continual
basis.
Learning these kinds of things is a skill that must be practiced in
real-world scenarios, which cannot be done behind a screen of any
kind. And knowing these skills will make you a more valuable instrument in the hands of our Creator, breeding effective ministry for His
glory anywhere you might go, with the ability to develop poignant
and long-lasting relationships with many others.
I’m not saying to stop texting or using social media. Just don’t
allow the use of texting and social media to shrivel your social capabilities, making your impact for Him weakened, and your relationships wanting.

PART III

SMALL GROUP STUDIES
THE DATING PROJECT

PART III

SMALL GROUP STUDIES

PART THREE OF THIS E-BOOK is designed to help you dive deeper
into what we’ve been talking about concerning romance and dating.
The following three Bible studies will help answer some obvious questions that might arise as we look to connect the seemingly unrelated
subjects of dating and God.
We’ll start with, “Why should anyone date God’s way? What’s
the point?” After that, I’ll give you a bit of a how-to in relation to
dating God’s way. Finally, we’ll conclude with finding the ultimate
relationship with Mr. Perfect Himself, and what that can really look
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like in your life.
If you don’t have a Bible, a great one I use can be found online
for free at esv.org. If you are currently engaged in a small group Bible
study of some kind and want to take a three-week detour from what
you are studying to talk about relationships and other issues related
to the topic of romance, this could be a good solution for you.
[Note: Diving Deeper and Application Questions could be done
in smaller groups of 3-4, depending on the size of your group.]
* * *

FIRST STUDY: WHAT’ S THE POINT?
(Why Date God’s Way?)
TO START:
I’m a devoted movie watcher. I know a lot of people say that, but it’s
actually true of me. I’ve seen every Marvel movie in the theater, and I
know the release dates for every future Star Wars film in the coming
5 years. Okay, maybe that makes me a dork and not necessarily an
avid film connoisseur, but regardless, I think you get my point.
I also like a bunch of different genres of movies…including romantic comedies. My number one all time favorite rom-com has got to
be Fast & Furious 6. Coincidentally, it’s also my favorite action movie,
musical, documentary, and workout video.
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ICE BREAKER QUESTIONS:
1. What is your favorite (or least favorite) rom-com, and why?
[For the leader: Consider a quiz about rom-coms.]
2. What are three words that come to mind when you hear the
word “date?”
3. Describe either your best date or your worst date.

DIVING DEEPER:
1. Where did you learn how to date? Which “schools” did you
go to (movies/television, classmates, parents, school, etc.)?
2. What advice did those “schools” give about relationships?
Was it good or bad advice?
3. TRUE or FALSE: The Bible has advice on dating.

BIG PICTURE IDEA:
God wants to speak into every area of your life, and He wants to do
that because it’s for your own good!
I came that they may have life and have it abundantly.
(JOHN 10:10)
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He who did not spare his own Son but gave him up for us all, how
will he not also with him graciously give us all things?
(ROMANS 8:32)

1. When you think about a dating life lived abundantly or “to
the full,” what do you think that looks like?
2. Do you think that God “giving us all things” means you’ll get
exactly what you want? Why or why not?

APPLICATION QUESTIONS:
1. What scares you about doing dating and relationships God’s
way?
2. What appeals to you?

CHALLENGE:
Make a pro/con list of following God...not just in dating, but in life.
Share it with someone this week.
* * *
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SECOND STUDY: HOW TO DATE GOD’ S WAY
(Swipe Up?)
TO START:
The old cliché “you are what you eat” can probably be applied to
the dating areas of life too. If you’re ingesting a steady diet of reality
show drama while simultaneously trying to make good decisions in
your romantic life, there’s going to be some natural internal conflict
there.
Likewise, if you’re hoping for an undying love like the one
between Jack and Rose in Titanic, well…Jack ends up dying because
Rose didn’t share the big floating door with him after the boat sank
(spoiler alert). That love did nothing but die. There’s got to be better
examples out there of how it should be done, right?
ICE BREAKER QUESTIONS:
1. What is the best or worst relationship you’ve seen in the fictional world (TV, movies, books, etc.)?
2. Do you think it was easier or harder to date 50 years ago
(1960s)? How about 200 years ago (1800s)?

DIVING DEEPER:
1. How do you define a date?
2. Based on what you’ve learned throughout your life, what do
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you think God’s view of dating is? How does He want it to
go?
3. What “scars” do you have from past relationships?

BIG PICTURE IDEA:
The Holy Spirit gives us the “how-to” on dating God’s way, because
He is the One who gives us the ability to live the Christian life.
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control; against such
things there is no law. (GALATIANS 5:22–23)
1. When you think about a dating life lived abundantly or “to
the full,” what do you think that looks like?
Therefore do not be foolish, but understand what the will of the
Lord is. And do not get drunk with wine, for that is debauchery,
but be filled with the Spirit… (EPHESIANS 5:17–18)
2. How do these three elements connect the topic of getting
drunk with the topic of being filled with the Spirit: choice,
control, and change?
For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you abstain
from sexual immorality; that each one of you know how to control his own body in holiness and honor, not in the passion of lust
like the Gentiles who do not know God; that no one transgress
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and wrong his brother in this matter, because the Lord is an
avenger in all these things, as we told you beforehand and solemnly warned you. For God has not called us for impurity, but in
holiness. Therefore whoever disregards this, disregards not man
but God, who gives his Holy Spirit to you. (1 THESSALONIANS 4:3–8)
3. What do you think this teaching looks like in practice?
4. This biblical teaching is extremely counter-cultural. Why
could this be good?

APPLICATION QUESTIONS:
1. Do I desire to be filled with the Spirit? Am I ready to repent?
Will I yield?
2. What are the next two steps I need to make to align my dating style to God’s way?
3. What is difficult about those steps? What is appealing?

CHALLENGE:
4. Make an agreement to date God’s way and sign it with your
significant other. If you’re not dating, make a commitment
and share it with a friend.
4. Read my dating book, I Am a Tool (to help with your dating
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life). I think it can be of help.
5. Find a mentor and accountability partner to work with you.
Life was meant to be lived in the context of community
(Genesis 2:18)*
* * *

THIRD STUDY: THE ULTIMATE REL ATIONSHIP
(Finding Mr. Perfect)
TO START:
I’m not a psychologist, but I have worked with a number of people over the years who have confided in me about their relationship
woes. Sadly, there are many young people who walk around injured
from a crappy relationship history, and the thought of freely trusting
someone again within the world of romance is overwhelming.
But there is hope! If we are ever going to be able to trust other
people fully, we must first start with trusting the One who created
us. It begins here. If your relationship with God isn’t right, no other
friendship or romantic relationship will be fully right either. When we
are able to engage freely with God and trust Him because we believe
He is good and He loves us, our other earthly relationships will flow
directly from the most important one.
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ICE BREAKER QUESTIONS:
1. Describe a time when you were embarrassed or ashamed
and didn’t feel worthy to be loved or forgiven.
2. What was the worst part about it?
3. Did anyone step in to love you through it?

DIVING DEEPER:
Read John 4:4-15
1. Jews normally avoided traveling through Samaria. Why do
you think Jesus ignored this practice? What cultural barriers
existed between Jesus and the woman?
2. What did Jesus risk in reaching out to this Samaritan woman?
3. How does Jesus respond to her surprise at His initiative?
Read John 4:15-26
1. Why does Jesus ask her to go get her husband?
2. Among the many feelings invoked by Jesus’s question, the
woman most likely felt shame. What are the major areas of
shame that cause people to avoid Jesus today?
3. In what ways do you see Jesus’s commission in His conversation with the woman?
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Read John 4:27-30, 39-42
1. What was the message the woman shared with her village?

BIG PICTURE IDEA:
In John 4, we see that no one is so bad that they can’t receive God’s
love and forgiveness. From the social elite and externally righteous,
to the promiscuous social outcast, God’s love and forgiveness is for
all. The problem is our sin and shame can make us think God’s offer
of love and forgiveness through Christ isn’t available to us.
Now, let’s go back one chapter in John and read about how Christ is
available to us.
Read John 3:16-18
1. In verse 16, what two possible destinies does Jesus mention?
2. What did God do so we could have eternal life and not perish?
3. Why did God make a way for us to receive eternal life and
not perish? What must we do to receive it?

APPLICATION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think keeps you from experiencing the love and
forgiveness of Christ?
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2. In John 4, Jesus exposed this woman’s “thirst.” All of us turn
to what we think will satisfy our souls. Where do you naturally
look to life apart from Christ? (e.g. relationships, pleasure,
control, pornography, influence, etc.)
3. What does Christ offer to you that is more satisfying?

CHALLENGE:
1. Take a few minutes and write out how you would explain
God’s love and forgiveness, perhaps even through your own
personal experience with Jesus.
2. If you’ve never received God’s love and forgiveness, you can
do so right now by making a choice to say “yes” to Him.
God knows your heart and is not so concerned with your words
as He is with the attitude of your heart. Here’s a sample prayer that
is something very similar to what I prayed when I made this decision
in January of my freshman year at college:
Jesus, I want to know you personally and be in relationship with
you. Thank you for dying on the cross for my sins. I accept the
payment you made for me, and I receive you as my Savior and
Ruler of my life. Thank you for forgiving my sins and giving me
eternal life. Take control of the authority over my life, and make
me the kind of person you want me to be.
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If you’d like to say “yes” to the gift God offers to you in Christ,
I’d encourage you to pray something like this prayer right now. Why
wait? It’s the greatest gift that has ever been given, and it’s just waiting for you to take it! Jesus is Mr. Perfect—there’s no love better
than His.
CONCLUSION:
We know God loves us. He loves us so much that He voluntarily
died for us…there is no greater love than dying for someone (John
15:13). And as we begin to truly believe this to our core, intimacy will
develop, because intimacy is a product of what we believe or don’t
believe about someone. If we believe the truth about Jesus and His
sacrifice for each one of us individually, we will develop strong bonding
roots in our relationship with Him that will naturally bleed over into our
human relationships with others.
Every human being thinks they know what is best for themselves,
and that is why we are born to be rebels. All of us turn our backs on
God and go our own way because we think we’ve got it all figured out.
We substitute purity for poison and drink deeply from the unwashed
cup it rests in.
And although we are condemned to separation from God because
of our rebellion, He still chooses to move toward us by absorbing the
deserved punishment Himself in the person of Jesus Christ. The solution has presented itself quite clearly, and every person in the world
is faced with a choice: personally receive the punishment for our own
defiance, or let Him do it. The price has to be paid.
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Those who humble themselves and take the gift that God offers
become children of God and they no longer bear the burden of condemnation (Romans 8:1). But the incredible reward God offers in Jesus
is not just a ticket to glory; it is the beginning of a relationship unlike any
other. It is a personal relationship with our Maker, built upon true love,
trust, intimacy, tenderness, and care. Eternity with God begins the
day we make the decision to receive what He has offered, and when
we take it, He begins the good work of healing us from within. Then,
and only then, are we able to build truly healthy romantic relationships,
because the foundation is solid.
All other important relationships in life should be assembled off of
the most important one, so I’d recommend you start in the right place.
The greatest example in my life of a loving relationship is not the
one I have with my wife (although that one’s magnificent), but the one
I have with my Savior. Jesus, and Jesus alone, is the foundation upon
which my wife and I have been able to build our marriage. We understand that without a genuine relationship with Him first, everything
else would be constructed with shoddy materials. And because we
both know this, we are able to love each other more intimately. We
trust one another in spite of our obvious sin, and we are able to forgive
one another when we fail.
Jesus is in the business of changing lives. He always has been, and
He can do the good work of transforming you to be more like Him,
making your romantic relationships exponentially more healthy and
fun. All you have to do is ask Him to get involved, and trust that He’ll
follow through with His promises.
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And He will.
I pray all of this helps with your relationships as you navigate
the tricky world of modern romance. I simply want to point you in
a direction that has been so fulfilling and rewarding for me as I’ve
walked the relationship path, stumbled along the way, and redirected
my steps.
Many blessings to you,
Shelby
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